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 It is based on the Ar-Turok the Dinosaur Hunter series created by Dinosaur Productions and was released for the Nintendo 64
on August 13, 2000. Turok: Dinosaur Hunter was released in Japan on February 6, 2001. The game was the first to feature a day

and night cycle, which is based on seasons. This featured the protagonist, Turok, arriving at a village and going through the
seasons in order to travel to locations around the world. The gameplay centers on a hack and slash with the player's character

being able to use both long and short-range weapons to kill enemies. The game features several unique abilities and ammunition
types. Turok: Dinosaur Hunter was highly anticipated and was launched with a large marketing campaign, becoming the first
video game from Acclaim to be featured on the cover of Nintendo Power. Critics were divided in their opinions of the game,

but praised its faithful representation of the Ar-Turok the Dinosaur Hunter series. It sold 1.5 million copies, receiving a
nomination for the Academy of Interactive Arts & Sciences' "Outstanding Achievement in Animation" and a nomination for the
Game Critics Awards "Best Graphics". It was also listed on N64sp in 2017 as the second best game of the 16-bit era. Gameplay

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter is a first-person shooter video game. The game consists of numerous environments and terrains to
explore and features a variety of weapons to equip on the player's character. During gameplay, the player can walk around the
environment and find enemy locations. The player can use their environment to kill the enemies, using their weapons to do so.
The game is set during the day, and the characters and enemies slowly darken as the game progresses through the night. This
night cycle is based on the Ar-Turok the Dinosaur Hunter series created by Dinosaur Productions. Similar to most shooters at

the time, there are various power-ups, such as health, ammunition, energy, and special abilities. Special abilities can be unlocked
as the player progresses, and some require the player to collect specific items. Some of these items can be found throughout the
game, while others require the player to hunt for them. The game features a multiplayer feature, where the player can use other

characters from the Ar-Turok the Dinosaur Hunter series. Plot Turok: Dinosaur Hunter takes place during a different time
period to the Ar-Turok the Dinosaur Hunter series, where the player controls the character 82157476af
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